
RIOT? DON’T TRY IT 
OVERVIEW 

By Logan Nelson and Alex Pressman 

“Avoid downtown State College. Crowd is an unlawful 

disturbance.  Leave the area of be subject to arrest.”  What 

could have caused such a crowd, what could have made Penn 

State students so angry that they had to take to the streets?   

In actuality, nothing.  Twice this year Penn State, students 

received texts similar to this requesting they stay away from 

downtown, and twice this year students ignored this request 

and headed downtown.  Now students did not do this as a big 

“screw you” to the college, no it was much bigger than that. 

Students rioted because they were happy.  An odd 

phenomenon now here at Penn State. When we win big, we 

riot big.   

This year’s football season was by far the best in recent 

memory.  This signature season undoubtedly had many key 

wins.  Most notably were wins against rival Ohio State and a 

win in the Big 10 Championship game against Wisconsin.   

In celebration, thousands of Penn State students took to 

downtown.  Unfortunately mixing alcohol with excitement is a 

recipe for destruction.  In the Ohio State celebration alone, 

$30,000 in damages accrued.  There have been similar 

damage predictions for the Wisconsin riot that occurred two months later.  Local officials are 

disappointed by the student body’s method of celebration stating, “Any celebratory behavior that 

results in personal injury or property damage is deeply disappointing and not truly celebratory.” 

Penn State faculty doesn’t consider swinging from a lamp post, bringing said lamp post down, 

and then carrying it through the streets is a worthy celebration of being Big 10 Champions.   

 

Nonetheless, something has to be done to stop the unnecessary violence that has continued to 

come along with our football team’s success.  
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CURRENT APPROACH 

By Allie Monaco and Emily McKiernan 

The State College Police are always prepared during big events in anticipation of a college 

student rampage. Following the PSU-Ohio State game, that’s exactly what occurred. A crowd of 

approximately 5,000-10,000 college-aged men and women stormed Beaver Ave after Penn 

State’s narrow victory over one of their greatest rivals (Sam Ruland). Penn State issued a 

warning, threatening arrest to anyone whom remains downtown.  

However, the State College Police did not take anyone into custody, and instead issued some 

number of citations. The main method of defense taken by the Police was to utilize pepper 

spray. They described it as “30 to 45 minutes of pain, rather than needing to go hands on with 

individuals (Sam Ruland). The goal was to disperse as many people as possible while keeping 

damages to a minimum. There were no other efforts made before turning to physical harm, 

other than sending out a warning via text message.  

The Ohio State riot was not an isolated incident. On December 3rd, another riot took place after 

Penn State beat Wisconsin and won the title of Big 10 Champs. While Ohio State should have 

been a learning experience for the students, it also should have been for the State College 

Police. Granted, they did try one method before depending on the pain of other individuals to 

disperse the crowd. After the game ended, Police were posted on horses, blocking access to 

Beaver Ave. 

In this guide, we will be taking a look at three approaches to solve the rioting problem: police 

intervention, student responsibility and alcohol, and city planning. 

 

. “I went down there from Alpha Sigma Phi, and upon 

discovering the Police were blocking off Beaver Ave, I turned 

around to go home. However, the Police quickly left their 

post-- before I could even make it down the block. Students 

then flooded Beaver Ave; I watched the riot unfold in front of 

me. Had the Police stood their ground, there likely wouldn’t 

have been any damage done.” 

  



APPROACH 1: POLICE INTERVENTION 

By Allie Monaco and Emily McKiernan 

Other Large School Riots 

Last week, violent riots broke out at the University of California at Berkeley’s campus over 

unpopular blogger Milo Yiannopoulos’s scheduled talk. His views contradict with many liberal 

ideals, causing the liberal students to start fires, break windows, and even beat students who 

showed support for Donald Trump. While Penn State’s football riots have been nothing 

compared to the damage caused at UC Berkeley, their police force reacted in a similar way and 

have been adapting for future problems on campus. The authorities in charge of handling the 

destructive students did nothing for two hours but give verbal orders to disperse (Laura 

Anthony), yet the students proceeded with their violent rampage because no one was stopping 

them. They explained their actions was a result of pending aid from other police forces, seeing 

that the riot was too large to handle alone. The initial police warning gave students a 10-minute 

time frame to disperse before batons and chemicals were used to force them out. While force 

was inevitable, the police delay resulted in massive destruction of property and injuries to 

several students. 

Police Action at Penn State 

Penn State proceeded similarly for the Ohio State victory. Students were gathered on Beaver 

Avenue tearing down lampposts and foliage for 30 minutes before police began intervening. The 

only action taken was mass text message alerts informing students to disperse or face legal 

consequences. More force was used to handle the riots for the championship victory, but 

nothing was done to prevent the riots in the first place. In order for the public destruction of 

property to dissipate for future events, the police must take a more preventative approach to 

avoid rioting all together. 

Advantages and Disadvantages 

While physical methods of dispersion may be efficient, prevention is even more so. The use of 

weapons, such as pepper spray, instill a fear of the police within the student community. When 

people, specifically college-aged kids, begin the fear the police, a hatred builds. This is when 

people begin to chant obscenities at the Police, rallying the crowd up even more. Things are 

broken out of spite or just to show that the Police can’t control them. With prevention, this power 

struggle would not exist. No man is going to attempt to break through a barricade of Police 

Officers on horses. Simply lining the streets with Officers fully dressed in riot-prevention gear 

and mounted on horses may be enough to scare students out of flooding Beaver Ave. 

 

  



APPROACH 2: PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY 

By Ashley Knob and Eric Phythyon 

Background 

One of the main problems when it comes to rioting, is the personal aspect that the students take 

towards the rioting. Many students, especially those that are involved in Greek Life participate in 

what is commonly referred to as Daylongs. Daylongs are full day drinking events, where many 

of the Fraternities pair with sororities and either have a party at a fraternity house, or at another 

one, and drink and party the day away. Usually these parties involve mass amounts of beer and 

liquor, a DJ, and a packed house. These events usually begin around 11 A.M. and continue 

throughout the day until, either the crowd disperses to another location, or they go home and 

sleep to prepare for their night’s activities.  

 

Problems then arise, when many of the daylongs end around the same time, and many of the 

students are leaving “FratLand” and have to stagger home inebriated, and many of them 

heading back to East Halls, or to their respective apartments. With many of the students taking 

advantage of the Universities CATA busses to get home, these causes students, all inebriated 

to be congregating in close proximity to each other within a close time period 

Effects of Alcohol 

It is a fact that when an individual is under the influence of alcoholic substances their judgement 

is skewed. A survey taken by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism states 

that, “almost 60 percent of college students ages 18–22 drank alcohol in the past month,and 

almost 2 out of 3 of them engaged in binge drinking during that same timeframe.” A major 

source for underage students consuming mass amounts of alcohol is from Fraternity/Sorority 

parties. Parties on average last a total of 3-4 hours. But this time almost doubles when 

gatherings called “daylongs” take place.  

 

Various different riots have occurred just during the first semester alone. When the Penn State 

football team beat long-time rival, Ohio State, it triggered one of these riots. It came as no 

surprise that many students participating in the event consuming alcohol throughout the day in 

these “daylong” events, even though it was football season, and Daylongs are a spring 

semester event.  

 

All students enrolled in Penn State must go through a series of alcohol prevention programs 

online before living on campus. But just merely educating students of the dangers of alcohol has 

proven not to be enough.  

 

  



APPROACH 3: THREE PIILLARS OF CITY PLANNING 

By Dan Annulli and Brannon DeWolf 

Mob Effect 

Sports riots, like the riots after the Ohio State win or Big Ten Championship win, are founded on 

the psychology of fan mayhem and the mob effect.  The psychology of fan mayhem is the idea 

that people act differently and that new things are socially acceptable at sporting events.   

Christian End is an expert in sports fan behavior at Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio, and is 

a big believer in the effects that the “sports atmosphere” can have on fans.  He believes this 

bracket morality is created at these events “Face painting...is socially acceptable...people yell 

things they definitely wouldn’t be yelling in the boardroom or if their name and home phone 

number were available” (Christian End) in a sense he believes that people are less accountable 

at these events.  People are able to conceal themselves in the “social support network buffer” 

as Christian End calls it.   

Although he is a firm believer in the fact that these sports mobs are the problem to him they are 

also the solution.  He believes towns and cities need to approach the sports venues and work 

with them to influence the crowd in a positive manner.  If the group says “Hey don’t do that if 

they point you out to security, you’re gaining disapproval from this group that’s very important to 

you” (Christian End) and this is where is solution lies.  He believes that towns and cities can 

work with venues to create mob leaders who help to enforce a positive influence on the 

mob.  These central leaders in the mob can control the group and influence others to take the 

right actions.   

Sports Riot Prevention Techniques and Planning 

Another technique for sports riot prevention is pre-planning by the towns, cities, and venues and 

anticipating the unknown.  Techniques can include blocking off areas, not allowing rioters to 

immediately leave the venue, offering alternatives to rioting, and oddly enough allowing safe 

places to riot.   

 

Vancouver, Canada is famous for hosting the Stanley Cup finals and with this honor comes a lot 

of pre-planning.  Initially, the city decided to create a central “fan zone” for viewers and would 

block them into one area “an estimated 100,000 to 150,000 people squeezed into the space, a 

crush that neutralized both police efforts to control alcohol consumption and access for 

emergency vehicles...an incubator for mass violence” (John Metcalfe).  However, Vancouver 

has switched in the past years to decentralized “fan zones” by doing so they have eliminated 

this one giant mob of hundreds of thousands and split them all across the city.  In the most 

recent years, they have split them into 23 community centers in various neighborhoods “family 

and kid aimed” by doing so you place a responsibility on the adult crowd.   

 



By doing this they are able to keep the critical mass from ever arising, this goes back to 

Christian End’s belief that if there isn’t a mob to have a psychological effect on people then they 

won’t riot.  By blocking off specific areas for viewing they are eliminating the giant mob and thus 

able to use blockades and police forces more effectively. 

 

Arming the Police with Riot Gear 

A useful riot control and prevention tactic are the police force, but a trained and well-armed 

police force are necessary.  The police view the biggest factor in sports riots to be alcohol which 

can spark excitement or disappointment of a team’s performance.   

 

Cities and towns have a responsibility to make sure their police officers have the correct riot-

control training.  Different towns and cities will have different types of riots, and these different 

riots require specific gear.  Common riot control gear is batons which come in three styles wood, 

rubber, and foam and are meant for different ranges and rapid use.  Police also need to outfitted 

with the correct non-lethal rounds such as bean bag, sponge, stinger, pepper ball, aerosol 

grenades and etc.  These rounds allow the police force to incapacitate rioters without leaving 

any permanent injury.  Others are meant for dispersing tear gas or pepper spray to disrupt the 

crowd and break it apart.  The police can be a great tool in riot prevention and control, but only if 

they are prepared.  It is up to the cities and towns to make sure their police forces are prepared 

for the task at hand. 
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